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Keeping track of projects
So many independent artistes and 
creators find it difficult to keep 
track of where their projects are 
even after they release it. Some 
losses are caused by damage on 
hard disks or computer viruses.

Keeping track of royalties
With the amount of independent 
artistes available and those coming 
up, there’s lack of comprehensive 
earning report on royalties. 
Sometimes, creator’s royalties can 
be tapered with. 

Funding
Out of almost 22 million tracks 
released per year on Spotify, about 
20.5 million songs are from 
independent labels & DIY artistes. 
But we mostly never hear them 
because of funding their brand.

Control & Ownership
Most creators and artistes hand 
over the control of what they want 
their art to be like to labels and 
sponsors Therefore, having no say in 
the type of work they produce or 
how they feel about it.

Education
Many artistes & creators have little 
or no idea about what goes behind 
the scenes of their music like sync 
and licensing. They also barely keep 
themselves informed with any new 
technology or idea.
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Keeping track of projects
Creating affordable and user friendly 

platform where artistes and 

creators can easily store their 

tracks &  projects and go back to 

them anytime they want.

Keeping track of royalties
Having some way for artistes and 
creators to keep track of their 
projects and amount of royalties 
generated. This should be available 
for the different platforms the 
project has made sales.

Funding
Creating easier ways or processes 
for independent artistes, labels or 
creators to generate funding for 
projects oand events. This makes 
it easy for them to create and 
push out their work. 

Control & Ownership
Creating easier channels for 
independent artistes, creators and 
labels to own full rights to their 
projects and work created while 
also having a say in how they are 
created & what they create.

Education
Creating ways to educate and 
teach more about their music and 
introducing web3 contents to 
them, so they don’t get easily 
ripped off & misinformed about the 
music and technology industry.
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Short run:

Integrating the initial utilities of the
to artistes and creators into our platform where 
artistes can distribute their songs with ease, to all 
available stores and streaming platforms and launch 
the Protocol services when they

Picardy Protocol

Launch App.

Long run:

Introducing more utilities from the protocol by the 
3rd DAO for fans and artistes while also creating an 
ease of collaboration between the 3rd DAO members 
and artistes.
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Picardy Protocol
The Product

First Value: mint profiles artistes and fans as an ERC721 token. 

Second Value: modularity framework for ease of use and integration for developers.

Third Value: 3rd DAO control over protocol and decisions on implementation (decentralized). 

Fourth Value: Artiste Royalty sales as NFTs and tokens. 

Fifth Value: decentralized cataloging for creators and artistes.

Sixth Value: tokenization of artiste names, brands, songs or projects for artistes, creators and labels.

Eight Value: decentralized crowd pulling for creators and artistes.

Seventh Value : 3rd Vault (vault pool) to invest in validated artistes, projects & creators,


which in turn generates income for the 3rd Vault contributors.
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